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FUTRUS® IMAGE HEADWALL SYSTEM

FUTRUS® IMAGE HEADWALL SYSTEM
An innovative, customizable, all-inclusive headwall that creates a more relaxed and healing environment for the patient.

INNOVATIVE DESIGN
The Futrus® Image Headwall System conceals gas taps
and medical outlets to create a more relaxing patient
environment. The headwall’s customizable panel made of
DuPont™ Corian® solid surface is automatically balanced
on a vertical slide, enabling effortless access to the medical
outlets. Surrounding the panel is a sturdy base frame that
can be specified in Corian, thermofoil or powder coated
metal. Both panel and base frame come as one complete
unit at a competitive cost. Ideal for use in corridors, labor
and delivery rooms, recovery room, and long term care
facilities.
ADVANCED MATERIALS
DuPont™ Corian® solid surface provides long-lasting
durability. The flush, single panel made of Corian® gives
dirt and grime no crevices in which to hide, make cleaning
quick and easy. The panel is solid throughout so there’s no
laminate to chip or peel.

Standard Framing
Options:

Leads, gas taps and other medical equipment are hidden
from patient view behind a sliding panel made of Corian®

Corian®
Glacier
White

Corian®
Cameo
White

Anodized
Metal

Cherry

Maple

Walnut

Anodized metal frame flush panel with tab handles

STANDARD FEATURES
Size Options

Height: 18”, 24”, 30”
Depth: 3 ¾” [recessed), 7” [wall mount]
Width: 36”, 48”

Includes

Artwork and frame

®

Grommet

CUSTOMIZATIONS
Image

Custom or select from a variety of stock images

Frame

Choice of thermofoil, powder coated metal or
DuPont™ Corian® Solid Surface

Installation

Recessed or wall mount

Additional Option

Flip down vacuum slide assembly
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